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 Abstract : The goal is to supply a three stage engines from a solitary stage AC mains. It is 

normal to have just a solitary stage control framework in private, business, producing and 

for the most part in rustic zones, while movable speed drives may require a three stage 

control network. Thus we have to change over from single stage to three stage supply to 

work the drive framework. Parallel converters can be utilized to enhance the power ability, 

unwavering quality, effectiveness and repetition. Parallel converter methods can be utilized 

to enhance the execution of dynamic power channels, uninterruptable power supplies, 

adaptation to internal failure of doubly nourished acceptance generators and three stage 

drives. At the point when a seclusion transformer is not utilized, the lessening of coursing 

streams among various converter stages is an essential target in the framework outline. 

This work proposes a solitary stage to three stage drive framework made out of two parallel 

single stage rectifiers, an acceptance engine and three stage inverter. The proposed 

framework licenses to diminish the rectifier switch streams, the aggregate symphonious 

twisting (THD) of the lattice current with same changing recurrence and to build the 

adaptation to internal failure qualities. Indeed, even with the expansion in the number 

switches, the aggregate vitality loss of the proposed framework is lower than that of 

ordinary framework. The model of the framework will be inferred. An appropriate control 

procedure and heartbeat width adjustment method (PWM) will be created. The entire 

examination between the proposed and standard arrangements will be done in this work. 

Reenactment of this venture will be done by utilizing MATLAB/Simulink. 

Key words: Ac-dc-ac power converter, 3-phase Ac motor drive, parallel converter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

A wide assortment of business and 

modern electrical hardware requires 

three-stage control. Electric utilities don't 

introduce three-stage control as per usual 

in light of the fact that it cost 

fundamentally more than single-stage 

establishment. Consequently we have to 
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change from single-stage to three-stage. 

Parallel converters have been utilized to 

enhance the power ability, unwavering 

quality, productivity, and repetition. 

Generally the operation of converters in 

parallel requires a transformer for 

disengagement. Be that as it may, weight, 

size, and cost connected with the 

transformer may make such an answer 

undesirable [1]. At the point when a 

seclusion transformer is not utilized, the 

decrease of circling streams among 

various converter stages is an imperative 

target in the framework outline.  

 

Fig. 1. Routine single-stage to three-

stage drive framework.  

A few arrangements have been proposed 

when the goal is to supply three-stage 

engines from single-stage air conditioning 

mains [8]–[16]. It is entirely basic to have 

just a solitary stage control framework in 

private, business, fabricating, and for the 

most part in country territories, while the 

flexible speed drives may ask for a three-

stage control lattice. Single-stage to 

three-stage ac–dc–ac transformation more 

often than not utilizes a full-connect 

topology, which suggests in ten power 

switches, as appeared in Fig.1. This 

converter is signified here as routine 

topology. In this paper, a solitary stage to 

three-stage drive framework made out of 

two parallel single-stage rectifiers and a 

three-stage inverter is proposed, as 

appeared in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig.2. Proposed single-phase to three-

phase drive system. 

The proposed framework is considered to 

work where the single-stage utility lattice 

is the special alternative accessible. 

Contrasted with the customary topology, 

the proposed framework grants: to lessen 

the rectifier switch streams; the aggregate 

symphonious bending (THD) of the lattice 

mongrel lease with same exchanging 

recurrence or the exchanging recurrence 

with same THD of the network current; 

and to build the adaptation to non-critical 

failure qualities. Furthermore, the 

misfortunes of the proposed framework 

might be lower than that of the traditional 
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partner. The previously mentioned 

benefits legitimize the underlying venture 

of the proposed framework, because of 

the expansion of number of switches. 

II. PWM METHOD  

Considering that va*,vb* and vo* denote 

the reference voltages determined by the 

current controllers. i,e,  

va* = va10* - va20* (1)  

vb* = vb10* - vb20* (2)  

vo* = va10* + va20* - vb10* - vb20* (3)  

The gating signals are directly calculated 

from the reference pole voltages va10*, 

va20*, vb10* and vb20*.  

Introducing an auxiliary variable vx* = 

va20* and solving this system of 

equations,  

V*a10 = va* + vx* (4)  

V*a20 = vx* (5)  

V*b10 = (va*/2) + (vb*/2) - (vo*/2) + 

vx* (6)  

V*b20 = (va*/2) - (vb*/2) - (vo*/2) + 

vx* (7)  

From these equations, it can be seen that, 

besides va* , vb* and vo*, the pole 

voltages depend on also of vx* . The limit 

values of the variable vx* can be 

calculated by taking into account the 

maximum vc*/2 and minimum – vc*/2 

value of the pole voltages  

V*xmax = (vc*/2) – v*max (8)  

V*xmin = (-vc*/2) – v*min (9)  

Introducing a parameter μ (0 ≤ μ ≤ 1), 

the variable vx* can be written as,  

Vx* = μV*xmax + (1- μ)V*xmin (10)  

Once vx* is choosen, pole voltages va10*, 

va20*, vb10* and vb20*.are defined from 

(4) to (7).The parameter μ changes the 

place of the voltage pulses related to va 

and vb. And also μ influences the 

harmonic distortion of the voltages 

generated by the rectifier.  

III. SYSTEM DESIGN  

To evade the coursing current, the 

accompanying three methodologies are 

utilized generally  

1) Isolation. In this approach, the general 

parallel framework is massive and 

exorbitant as a result of extra power 

supplies or the air conditioner line-

recurrence transformer.  

2) High impedance. They can't keep a 

low-recurrence flowing current.  

3) Synchronized control. This approach is 

not appropriate for particular converter 

outline. At the point when more 

converters are in parallel, the framework 

turns out to be extremely confused to 

outline and control.  

In this proposed strategy the framework is 

intended to diminish the flowing current 

(io). From fig.2 . the accompanying 

conditions can be inferred for the front 

end rectifier 
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Va10 - Va20 = eg - (ra+lap) ia - (r’a+l’ap) 

i’a (11)  

Vb10 – Vb20 = eg - (rb+lbp) ib - 

(r’b+l’bp) i’b (12)  

Va10 - Vb10 = (ra+lap) ia – (rb+lbp) ib 

(13)  

Va20 - Vb20 = (r’a+l’ap) i’a – (r’b+l’bp) 

i’b (14)  

ig = ia + ib = i’a + i’b (15)  

where p = d/dt and symbols like r and l 

represent the resistances and inductances 

of the input inductors.The circulating 

current io can be defined from ia and i’a 

or ib and i’b i.e..  

io = ia – i’a = - ib + i’b (16) By solving 

the above equations ,  

Va = eg – [ra + r’a + (la+l’a)p] ia + (r’a+ 

l’ap) (17)  

Vb = eg – [rb + r’b + (lb+l’b)p] ib + (r’b+ 

l’bp) io (18)  

Vo = - [ r’a + r’b + (l’a + l’b)p] io - [ra - 

r’a + (la - l’a)p] ia  

+ [rb - r’b + (lb - l’b)p] ib (19)  

where  

Va = Va10 - Va20 (20)  

Vb = Vb10 – Vb20 (21)  

Vo = Va10 + Va20 - Vb10 – Vb20 (22)  

In order to both facilitate the control and 

share equally current, voltage, power 

between the rectifiers, the four inductors 

should be equal . i.e. r’g = ra = r’a = rb= 

r’b and l’g =la =l’a =lb =l’b.In this case 

the model (17)-(19) can be simplified to 

the model given by  

Va + Vo/2 = eg – 2(r’g+l’gp) ia (23)  

Vb - Vo/2 = eg – 2(r’g+l’gp) ib (24)  

Vo = -2(r’g+l’gp) io (25)  

Vab = (Va + Vb)/2 = eg - (r’g+l’gp) ia 

(26)  

Va - Vo/2 = eg – 2(r’g+l’gp) i’a (27)  

Vb + Vo/2 = eg – 2(r’g+l’gp) i’b (28)  

In this ideal case, the circulating current 

can be reduced to zero imposing  

Vo = Va10 + Va20 - Vb10 – Vb20 = 0 

(29)  

When ia = 0 then ia = i’a and ib = i’b and 

the system model (17)-(19) reduced to  

Va = eg - 2(r’g+l’gp) ia (30)  

Vb = eg - 2(r’g+l’gp) ib (31) 

IV. SYSTEM CONTROL  

The gating signals are obtained by 

comparing pole voltages with one (vt1 ), 

two (vt1 and vt2 ) or more high-frequency 

triangular carrier signals [17]–[20]. In the 

case of double-carrier approach, the 

phase shift of the two triangular carrier 

signals (vt1 and vt2 ) is 1800. The 

parameter μ changes the place of the 

voltage pulses related to va and vb . 

When vx* = vx*min (μ = 0) or vx* = 

vx*max (μ = 1) are selected, the pulses 

are placed in the begin or in the end of 

half period (Ts) of the triangular carrier 

signal. 
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Fig. 3. Control block diagram. 

The control piece chart of Fig. 2, 

highlighting the control of the rectifier. To 

control the dc-connect voltage and to 

ensure the network control consider near 

one. Also, the flowing current io in the 

rectifier of the proposed framework should 

be controlled.  

Along these lines, the dc-interface voltage 

vc is changed in accordance with its 

reference esteem vc* utilizing the 

controller Rc , which is a standard PI sort 

controller. This controller gives the 

sufficiency of the reference network 

current Ig*. To control figure and sounds 

the matrix side, the quick reference 

current Ig* must be synchronized with 

voltage eg , as given in the voltage-

situated control (VOC) for three-stage 

framework. This is acquired by means of 

squares Ge-ig, in light of a PLL conspire. 

The reference streams ia*and ib* are 

gotten by making ia* = ib* = Ig*/2, 

which implies that every rectifier gets half 

of the lattice current. The control of the 

rectifier streams is executed utilizing the 

controllers demonstrated by pieces Ra and 

Rb . These present controllers characterize 

the info reference voltages va*and vb*.  

The homopolar current is measured (io ) 

and contrasted with its reference (io* = 

0). The blunder is the contribution of PI 

controller Ro , that decides the voltage 

vo*. The engine there-stage voltages are 

provided from the inverter (VSI). Square 

VSI-Ctr shows the inverter and its control. 

The control framework is made out of the 

PWM charge and a torque/flux control 

system (e.g., field-arranged control or 

volts/hertz control). 

V. COMPENSATION OF FAULT  

Fig. 4. Proposed configuration highlighting 

devices of fault tolerant system  

 

 

The fault compensation is achieved by 

reconfiguring the power converter 

topology with the help of isolating devices 

(fast active fuses—Fj , j = 1, . . . , 7) and 
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connecting devices (back-to-back 

connected SCRs—t1 , t2 , t3 ), as 

observed in Fig. 4 and discussed in. These 

devices are used to redefine the post-fault 

converter topology, which allows 

continuous operation of the drive after 

isolation of the faulty power switches in 

the converter. Fig. 5 presents the block 

diagram of the fault diagnosis system. In 

this figure, the block fault identification 

system (FIS) detects and locates the 

faulty switches, defining the leg to be 

isolated. This control system is based on 

the analysis of the pole voltage error. 

 

Fig.5. Block diagram of the fault diagnosis 

system. 

The proposed framework can give pay to 

open-circuit and short out 

disappointments happening in the rectifier 

or inverter converter gadgets  

The blame location and distinguishing 

proof is completed in four stages:  

1) estimation of post voltages (vj 0 );  

2) calculation of the voltage mistake εj 0 

by correlation of reference voltages and 

estimations influenced in Step 1);  

3) assurance with respect to whether 

these mistakes relate or not to a broken 

condition; this can be actualized by the 

hysteresis locator appeared in Fig. 5;  

4) Identification of the broken switches by 

utilizing ε₃j 0  

Along these lines, four potential outcomes 

of setups have been considered as far as 

deficiencies:  

1) pre-blame ("solid") operation [see Fig. 

6(a)];  

2) post-blame operation with blame at the 

rectifier B  

3) post-blame operation with blame at the 

rectifier A  

4) post-blame operation with blame at the 

inverter  

At the point when the blame event is 

recognized and distinguished by the 

control framework, the proposed 

framework is reconfigured and gets to be 

like that in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 6. Possibilities of configurations in 

terms of fault occurrence. (a) Pre-fault 

system. (b) Post-fault system with fault at 

the rectifier B. (c) Post-fault system with 

fault at the rectifier A. (d) Post-fault 

system with fault at the inverter. 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS  

The enduring state reenactment results 

are appeared in Fig. 7. The waveforms in 

this figure are: (a) voltage and current of 

the framework, (b) dc-connect voltage, 

(c) streams of rectifier An and coursing 

current, (d) ebbs and flows of rectifiers An 

and B, and (e) stack line voltage. Take 

note of that, with the proposed design, all 

control requested for single stage to 

three-stage converter has been set up. 

the proposed setup gives current decrease 

in the rectifier side (half of the current of 

the standard topology) which can give 

misfortune lessening. Additionally, the 

control ensures the flowing current near 

zero.  

A similar arrangement of reproduction 

results was gotten for transient in the 

machine voltages Simulation comes about 

exhibited in Fig. 9 demonstrate the 

conduct of factors of the proposed 

framework when blame is recognized in 

rectifier B. For this situation, after blame 

identification given by the control 

framework, the rectifier B has been 

disengaged and the aggregate flux of 

vitality courses through rectifier A. 

 

Fig. 7. Steady-state simulation results. (a) 

Grid voltage (eg ) and gird current (ig ). 

(b) Capacitor voltage (vc ). (c) Currents of 

rectifier A (i a and i*a ) and circulating 

current (io ). (d) Currents of rectifiers A 

(ia ) and B (ib ). (e) Line voltage of the 

load (vs 2 3 ). 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for a volts/hertz 

transient applied to the three-phase 

motor. (a) Grid voltage (eg ) and gird 

current (ig ). (b) Capacitor volt-age (vc ). 

(c) Currents of rectifier A (ia and i*a ) and 

circulating current (io ).  

(d) Currents of rectifiers A (ia ) and B (ib 

). (e) Line voltage of the load (vs 2 3 ). 

VII. CONCLUSION  

The framework consolidates two parallel 

rectifiers without the utilization of 

transformers. The framework show and 

the control procedure, including the PWM 

method, have been created. The total 

correlation between the proposed and 

standard arrangements has been done in 

this work. Contrasted with the traditional 

topology, the proposed framework grants 

to diminish the rectifier switch streams, 

the THD of the lattice current and to 

expand the adaptation to non-critical 

failure qualities. The reenactment comes 

about have demonstrated that the 

framework is con-trolled appropriately, 

even with transient and event of issues. 
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